1. Introduction. 1. By the principal series one means here the unitary representations of a semisimple Lie group G arising from induction to G by characters on MAN corresponding to characters on A. Although long conjectured to be irreducible, this family of representations has been shown to be irreducible only for special groups. For example see [9] for complex G and see [3] for the group Sl(w, R). In the general case (all G) irreducibility has been proved by Bruhat [l] using analytic methods, only however, for the "regular" characters on A. A proof of the irreducibility of all the elements of the principal series is but one application of certain algebraic results, stated here, on modules of the universal enveloping algebra U of the Lie algebra g of G.
A second application is the proof of the existence and irreducibility of the complementary series for all semisimple Lie groups generalizing in a natural way the case of SI (2, R) . It is shown also that if dim A=l (split rank 1 case) then except for possibly the trivial (one dimensional) representation the most general irreducible unitary represensation of G admitting a fixed vector for K (Ad 0 i£ is the maximal compact subgroup of Ad fl G) belongs either to the principal or complementary series.
1.2. If ûc is the complex dual to the Lie algebra a of A then any X£ctc defines a one dimensional representation 6->b x of B = MAN. If X* is the space of all analytic infinite functions f on G such that f(ab)=b~*f(a) where a£G, bE:B then X x is in a natural way a Umodule. The results above are mainly applications of a theorem (Theorem 2) giving a necessary and sufficient condition on X for X x to be an irreducible (in the usual algebraic sense) C/-module. In particular there arises, in a natural way, a region in etc which we call the critical strip (CS) for which X x is always [/-irreducible. The critical strip contains all of the X corresponding to the principal series and its closure contains all the X corresponding to the complementary series.
1.3. Now X* contains a unique function, 1\, which is the constant 1 on K. In the general case X x is not irreducible and in fact the cyclic [/-submodule X* = U-l\ is not equal to -XT X . It is proved, however, that if C is the complex Weyl chamber, suitably translated, then X x e is {/-irreducible for all X£ -C and that every irreducible [/-module Z such that Z l 9^0 (Ï is the Lie algebra of K) is equivalent to X\ for some X£ -C. On the other hand, if X£ C one always has X* = X X and that every [/-module Y cyclically generated by an element in Y$ t where dim Y* = 1, is equivalent to a quotient of X x for some X £ C. The completeness result on the unitary representations of G in the split rank 1 case is a consequence of another theorem which asserts that in the split rank 1 case if G is chosen as defined in §4.1 the multiplicity of any irreducible representation of K in X x , for any X£ctc, is at most one.
2. The principal series. 1. Let G be a Lie group, not necessarily connected. Let g be its Lie algebra, so that g is a Lie algebra over R. Assume that g is semisimple and assume that for any a£G the operator Ad a on the complexification of gc of g, defined by conjugation of G by a, lies in the adjoint group of g c . REMARK 1. The second assumption is of course satisfied if G is connected. However it is also satisfied if, for example, G is the set of rational points of a complex connected algebraic group defined over R.
We recall that a subalgebra bCg is called parabolic in case the complexification of b contains a maximal solvable subalgebra (a Borel subalgebra) of go Let bCg be a minimal parabolic subalgebra of g (all such are conjugate) and let n be the nil-radical of b. Then b can be written as a semidirect sum b = ï)+n where the subalgebra §Cb is unique up to conjugacy.
An element x£g is called real semisimple in case ad x is diagonizable on g (and hence real eigenvalues). Now let a be the set of all elements in the center of % which are real semisimple. Then one knows that a is an abelian subalgebra of g maximal with the property that all of its elements are real semisimple. Furthermore if AQG is the corresponding subgroup then A is simply connected and hence A^R r where r = dim a. Now let G A be the centralizer of A in G and let NQG be the subgroup corresponding to n. Then one knows that 2.2. We will be concerned with the representations of G induced by the one dimensional representations of B given by 6->&\ XEctcLet XEctc and let X (X) be the space of all measurable functions ƒ on G such that f(ab)=lr*f(a) for all aEG, bGB. Then X™ is a Gmodule where if a(EG and fÇzX™ then a-/E-^( X) is given by (a •ƒ)(#) -/(a-1 *) for all gEG. Now for certain X one obtains a unitary representation: Indeed we first observe that G/D is a centerless Lie group with at most a finite number of connected components. As such it contains a maximal compact subgroup 2£ 0 , unique up to conjugacy. Let KQG be the unique subgroup of G containing D and such that K/D = KQ. Let ÏCg be the Lie algebra of K so that Ï corresponds to a maximal compact subgroup of the adjoint group of g. We can choose K 0t and do so, so that the Cartan involution of Q defined by Ï leaves §, the fixed reductive part of t>, stable. Now let L = KC\M. Then the X-homogeneous space K/L is connected compact and has a unique ÜT-invariant measure co of total volume 1. Now let a'Qa'c be the real dual to a and letpEci' be defined by (p, x) = | tr ad x\ n for all xEct. 3. The [/-module and the critical strip. 1. Theorem 1 is an application of the much more complete result which follows: The method used in the proof is purely algebraic and is modeled after [9] in the sense that it involves a detailed examination of a family of polynomial valued matrices. The result rests upon [6] , [7] in the same sense that [9] rests upon [5] . Now for any X£ctc let X x be the subspace of all /£X (X) which are iC-finite, i.e., K-f spans a finite dimensional space. The elements of X x are analytic functions (real sense) in G and although X* is no longer in general a G-module it is, however, a [/-module where U is the universal enveloping algebra of g over C. Indeed if ƒ £-3T
x then x-fÇiX x where x£g and x-f is the function on G given by
The next result gives the set of all X£ctc such that X x is an irreducible (in the usual algebraic sense) [/-module.
Let AC a' be the set of (sometimes referred to as restricted) roots for the action of a on g and for any 0£A let 8*£g be the corresponding root space. A lexicographical ordering may be introduced into a' so that if A+ is the set of positive roots then n = Ed*-
4>eA+
Now for any 0£A the space [g*, 8~*]P\a is one dimensional and is spanned by a unique element w<j> such that (0, w^) = l. If 0£A then 0/2 or 20 may be a root. Let A 1 be the set of all 0£A such that 0/2 is not a root (the set A 1 may be characterized as the set of roots which may be embedded in some simple system) and let A+ be the positive elements in A 1 . Of course if 0GA+ then 20 may be a root. For any 0GAîj. let T+QR be the open interval, symmetric about the origin, given by T^ = {tÇzR\ \ t\ <dim g*/2 if 20 is not a root and |/| <dim g*/2 + l if 2<j> is a root}.
We now define a region in ct c , symmetric around the point p, which arises in a natural way from our theory and which plays a special role in the representation theory. We will call the region the critical strip, CS, and it is defined by
For Sl(2, R) it reduces to the strip of all z<j>, zGC, (<£) =A+, such that 0<Re z<l. Now for any root 0GA+ let m$ be the integer or half-integer given by w^ = (dim g*/2)+dim g 2 * and let w^ = l if 2<f> is not a root and #0 = 2 if 20 is a root.
It is somewhat easier to describe the set of all XGctc such that X* is not [/-irreducible. THEOREM 
Let XG#c be arbitrary then the L T -module X* is not irreducible if and only if there exists a root
x is V-irreducible whenever X lies in the critical strip CS. 9 -v 8 u 9 ) involution of U satisfying #*=-x for #£g. A Hermitian bilinear form ((£, rj) = (77, £), c(%, rj) = (c%, TJ) = (£, #7)) on a [/-module X will be said to be [/-invariant in case (w£, rj) = (J, w*rç) for all uÇzU, %, yGX. If X£ftc its conjugate X£ctc is defined relative to the real form a' of ofc. )* is the image of 1 in Z* = U/L\. We denote the form by B\ and we will be concerned as to when it is positive definite so that Nelson's theorem, [8] , can be applied.
A [/-module

The polynomial valued matrices P
7 , Q T and R y . 1. Now let Ge be the set of all elements of the adjoint group of gc leaving g stable. Note that the considerations above may be applied to Ge instead of G. We let Ke and Me be the subgroups of Ge corresponding to the subgroups K and M of G. Also let T be the set of all equivalence classes { V\ of all irreducible (finite dimensional, continuous) Kemodules F such that V 9 ?*0. For any 7 gr fix a ^-module V y in the class 7 and let l(y) = dim V y°. Also let HQ U be the subspace spanned by all powers x>, j = 0, 1, • • • , for all nilpotent elements x in the complexification pc of p. Then if 7£r is arbitrary one knows from [ó] that dim E y = l(y) where E y = HomK e (V y , H). . A measure of its failure to equal X x is given in the next proposition and is expressed in terms of the matrices py.
If 7£r and X\ is the finite dimensional space of all f(EX x which transforms under Ke according to y then it is obvious that X x is a direct sum of X\ over all y. The same is true of X x . In X x the multiplicity of y is obviously l(y). In X x , however, the question of multiplicity is less trivial. 
y(\) = ^(-x + 2p)p y (\)
where conjugation in U(a) is the conjugate linear automorphism of U(a) which is the identity on a. The determination of the r y thus depends upon the knowledge of the p y . It is the latter that we can explicitly give. Practically all the results announced here follow from the knowledge of the p y . However, one shows that the determination of the p y reduces to the split rank 1 case.
5.
The split rank one case and 2-transitivity on a unit sphere. 1. In this section we shall assume that dim ct = l. We first need an explicit description of I\ We find that the elements of T are parameterized by a pair of integers i(y) and j(y) in a manner now to be described.
Let $c£8c be a normal principal TDS in the sense of [7] which is stable under conjugation over g, and let 6 = ôHêc-Let Se be the intersection of Ge with the subgroup of the adjoint group of g c corresponding to $c« The group Se is centerless and is never connected. In fact if t is the one dimensional algebra given by t=6HÏ and Te is the subgroup of Se normalizing t then Te is isomorphic to the orthogonal group 0(2, R). Now let bÇ-Te be a fixed element not in the identity component of 4 . We shall not use the fact but it can be shown that the only possible dimensions of b are 1, 2, 4 or 8. Moreover there is a natural structure of a division algebra on b with the identity lying in the one dimensional space bP\3. Of course the division algebras in the four cases are (1) the real numbers, (2) the complex numbers, (3) the quaterions and (4) the Cayley numbers. They occur, respectively, in the case when G is a suitable real form of (1) the complex orthogonal group, (2) the complex special unitary group, 5.3. Now in it there exists a unique, up to sign, element z such that the eigenvalues of ad z\$c are 0, ± 1. If V is any finite dimensional Ke module it is of course a ïc module and it follows easily that the eigenvalues of z in V are integers.
The structure of V arises from THEOREM Now À+ has only one element a and hence there is a unique element w£a such that <a, w> = 1. Thus U(a) is the polynomial ring in w and hence if p(EU(a) we may write p = cJ0L?" 1 (w+Ci) where Cy£C.
Let Y£T be arbitrary and let k be the highest eigenvalue of z operating in V y and let V y (z) be the corresponding eigenspace. Then V y (z) is stable and irreducible under the action of J. Moreover k is a nonnegative integer and there exists a unique J-irreducible component YyClSk which is equivalent to the J-module V y (z). Furthermore the correspondence Y-»F T thus set up between T and the set of all homogeneous irreducible components of J on S is a bijection.
Now if YGT then
We can now state THEOREM 
Let 7Er and let i=i(y),j=j(y)> Then up to a nonzero scalar multiple
where 5 = dim Q 2a ( = dim b -1 in the notation of §5.1).
Any element X in aé is of the form ca where c£C and any X£a' (the real elements) is of the form ta where /£JR. The ordering in a' is of course consistent with the natural ordering R. An element X£cic is called a root of p^ if pv(K) = 0. 
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REMARK 5. Note that by Theorem 5 all the roots of p y are not only real but of the form na where n is an integer. Furthermore n is in fact an even integer if s 7*0 since s 9 e 0 implies s is odd (it is restricted to 1, 3 or 7).
Next note that the maximal root of p y is 0 when 5 = 0 and 5 -1 when 5>0. Since p = (s+dim § a /2)a it follows that p is larger than the largest root and in fact between the two there is an interval of "width" dim g«/2 if 5 = 0 and dim 8"/2 + l if 5>0. Now q y (\) = p y (-\+2p +s,
REMARK 6. Since r y = q y p y one obtains an explicit expression for r y and like p y all the roots of r y are real and of the form na where n is an integer and if 5>0, n is necessarily an even integer.
One notes also that independent of 7, r y has no root of the form p+ca where | Re c\ <dim g a / 2 if 5 = 0 and | Re c\ <dim ôV 2 + l if 5>0. This set is what we have called the critical strip. 5.5. The situation in the case at hand (dim a = l) is even nicer than indicated by the last two results. Not only do we know p y , q y and r y , but also, P y , Q y and R y . This is a consequence of THEOREM 6. In case dim a = l (our present assumption) one has Ky) = 1 for all y. Thus P y = p y , Q y = q y and R y = r y .
The proof of Theorem 6 comes out in the course of proving Theorem 4.
6. The determination of p y , q y and r y in the general case» 1. We now return to the general case, that is, no assumptions are made about dim a.
Let F be the group (of order 2 r , r = dim a) of all elements of order 2 in that subgroup of the adjoint group of gc whose Lie algebra is do One has FQKe. Now for any 0£Aîj_ let fo be the commutator subalgebra of the reductive subalgebra ct+m+ X)?--2 Ö' 0 -Let G> be the subgroup of Ge generated by F and the connected subgroup (normalized by F) of Ge whose Lie algebra is g+. The Lie algebra of G<t> is again g^ and we may apply all the preceding results to G* instead of G. Here the subalgebras of g* corresponding to ï, a and n are just the intersection of these algebras with g^ and are denoted by ï^, a* and n$. The subgroups corresponding to K and M are denoted by K$ and M^. Furthermore this is the split rank 1 case since dim a<t> = 1 and hence also the results of §5 apply where the role of w is played by the unique element w^^a^Qa such that (#, w<t) = l. Now let K^jy M<t>,e and T+ play the roles for G^ what Ke, Me and T play for G. Now ^operates on g c and its restriction to g^.c induces a homomorphism Kt-tK+j. However, since FQK4, this map is a surjection. Moreover the kernel of this map is central in K4 and hence is a normal subgroup of M<f>. But since the latter maps onto M+,e it follows that we can regard 1^ as the set of all equivalence classes of (finite dimensional, continuous) irreducible K+ modules V such that V M + = 0. Also by Theorem 6 one has that dim V%+ = 1 for all 5GIV
Now for any SÇI^ the integral functions i($) and j(ö) are defined (as in §5) and hence p s is given by Theorem 5 with w^ substituted for w.
It is necessary to consider a slight shift in p s (since <f> is not in general a simple root in À+). Let d<t> be the integral or half-integral scalar given by d^ = m$ -(p, w+) where m$ -dim g*/2 +dim g 2 * (d^ = 0 if <j> is simple) and let p (8) REMARK 7. From the expression given for p (8) , g (5) and r ( For any \Çz -C the cyclic submodule Z^CP is V-irreducible and one obtains, up to equivalence, all irreducible U-modules Z, such that Z^O, in this way.
7. Unitary representations and the complementary series. 1. Now let a* be the set of all XEctc such that (1) X and -%+2p are TF-conjugate (so that the [/-invariant Hermitian bilinear form B\ exists on Z x ) and (2) B\ is positive definite on Z\ (therefore inducing a pre-Hilbert structure on Z x ). Now let X£a* and let 3C X be the Hilbert space completion of Z x . It is easy to see that Nelson's theorem (see [8] In general we have not as yet been able to determine all the elements of a* lying outside of CS.
For the split rank 1 case, however, a* can be completely determined giving therefore in that case the set of all irreducible unitary representations of G with a nonzero 2£-fixed vector. The point is that if dim a = l then by Theorem 6, Rv = r y and using Remark 5 it is easy to determine the set of all XGctc such that r One notes also that in the latter case and only in this case (dim g 2a = 3, 7) the identity representation is not a member of the complementary series and, hence, is in fact isolated from all other unitary representations. This should perhaps be related with recent results of Kajdan. See [4] .
